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Foreword

Thank you for downloading this compilation for free. My only request is 
that you read it and share with others if you'd like.

Just remember...

Barack Obama Ain't Jesus, Jay-Z Ain't Yo Daddy, & Beyonce Don't 
Know YOU!!!



In an attempt to keep this book free, I've employed no one for assistance. 
There may be typos and other errors, but you get what you pay for. All 

Rights Reserved. Copyright 2012. www.NovaGiovanni.com



The Quiet Genocide in Inner City Communities 
by Nova Giovanni

story by Nova Giovanni

Hello, loyal reader. I’m here with some Ramen Noodle Soup for the Soul. The topic at hand is the 
genocide going on around us. By definition, genocide is: The deliberate killing of a large group of  

people, especially those of a particular ethnic group or nation. There is no need to ask whether 
genocide is happening in our American inner cities; it is quite evident. A more relevant question is: are 

these genocides being facilitated by a force INSIDE or OUTSIDE of the community? The simple 
answer is: BOTH. It is easy to play the blame game. However, let us remember that when we point our 

finger; at least three fingers are pointing back at ourselves.

First of all, the prevalence of alcohol and drug use in inner city communities is rampant. Visit any area 
dubbed as “The Hood” in America, look for a library, and count how many liquor stores you pass 

before arriving there. Instead of sharpening our minds, we are nearly force-fed intoxicants to pacify us 
and cloud our judgment. As a direct result, a hectic environment with a heightened crime rate is 

created. As far as drugs are concerned, there is no way to justify selling poison. However, a common 
myth is all drug dealers sell these poisons to live a glamorous life. In reality, this is hardly the case. 

There are many people selling drugs, but not many living a luxurious lifestyle. Perhaps, selling drugs is 
appealing to those seeking employment and can’t fathom another way of providing for their family. It is 
easy to look at a tree, criticizing the worn leaves and deformed branches. Just remember, every tree has 
a root. In reality, more gainful employment would eliminate the perceived need in many people to sell 
drugs. If you go days without feeding your dog, can you REALLY blame it for tearing open the trash 

and eating it?

“The instinct to survive is human nature itself, and every aspect of our personalities derives from it.” 
-Robert A. Heinlin

Another problem plaguing inner cities is bad health. The combination of sexual promiscuity, poor diets, 
and other factors are turning our communities into a breeding ground for disease from the youngest to 
the oldest. Sexually transmitted diseases, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, heart disease, obesity, 
and diabetes are bigger threats to our personal freedom than foreign terrorism ever has been. Easily 
accessible and unhealthy fast food establishments is only ushering us to our graves. In addition, the 

traditional diet we call “soul food” is killing us. Perhaps, it is called “soul food” because it sends us to 
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our creator faster. Furthermore, a majority of people living in these neighborhoods don’t have health 
insurance. As a result they usually don’t seek medical help for their ailments until their illness is severe 

and oftentimes the damage is irreversible. Last but not least, another factor in this genocide, be it 
metaphorically or literally, is the so-called “War on Drugs.” I am far from being a conspiracy theorist, 
but it is evident that this “war” is also used an excuse to profile and arrest those in our impoverished 
communities. Consequently, young men are arrested, and become modern-day slaves in a scheme of 
prison industrialism. For example, Powhatan Correctional Center has a silkscreen, a print shop, and a 
license plate tag shop. To narrow it down, Powhatan Correctional Center makes ALL of the license 

plates for the state of Virginia at a rate of around one every 20 seconds. The last time I bought license 
plates for a new vehicle, it cost me 140 dollars. The inmates working in these tag shops (there are 

usually around fifty in the shop at a time) only to get a maximum of forty cents an hour. I’m sure we’re 
all familiar with the rumor that it costs an extreme amount of money to house inmates. That is merely 
propaganda. Prison is a very lucrative industry with a minimum annual profit of two billion dollars. 
Television lies, newspapers lie, but numbers don’t. In conclusion, there are many more facets to the 

genocide in our communities.

Anyone can talk about the problems, it is time to present solutions. I, Nova Giovanni, believe that one 
of the best ways to change things from the inside out is through education. Becoming formally 

educated and taking it upon ourselves to learn our own history would improve. Achieving higher 
education can help us become better established, eventually creating our own jobs and business; thus, 

employing others. Through self-education and researching the history of our respective cultures, it will 
definitely fill us with an added sense of pride. Me being African-American, after learning things most 

schools never teach us about our culture; I started carrying myself with more esteem. I learned Africans 
built some of the most grandiose and advanced civilizations, and my history didn’t begin with slavery 

as public schools would have us assume. Regardless of your ethnicity, I’m sure if you research it you’d 
be surprised to see what you find. After all, the higher we think of ourselves, the better we’ll treat 

ourselves and allow others to treat us. It’s messed up where they’ve got us. It’s even more messed up 
where we keep ourselves.

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni
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The Top 5 Reasons Why I PREFER Black 
Women by Nova Giovanni

 

Hello, loyal reader. Before I begin this list, I’d like to state the fact that it is possible to like one thing 
without disliking the other and I am fully capable of this feat. Therefore, my reasons for preferring 

Black women in no way automatically means I dislike women of other races.

The following is only five of MANY reasons why I (Nova Giovanni) prefer to date Black women. I’m 
sure there are a lot of men who share the very same sentiments:

1. A Black Woman Can Relate to “The Black Experience: As a Black man, there are certain things 
we experience that other races don’t. Even our thinking is different, and a Black woman can relate to it. 
If I’m driving and a police car is behind me, I get nervous. A Black woman won’t ask a seemingly (to 

me) dumb question like, “why do the police make you nervous if you aren’t breaking the law?“

2. Black Women Season Their Food:     Most Black women season their food in a way that is pleasing 
to my taste buds. Before you accuse me of perpetuating a stereotype, remember that there is a bit of 

truth sprinkled in most stereotypes (sprinkle, seasoning – you see what I did there? Lol). Furthermore, 
coming from a multicultural family, I’ve seen this stereotype proven true time and time again. Put a 
blindfold on me, sit me at a cookout table, and witness me taste the difference between my White 

aunt’s and my Black aunt’s potato salad.

3. Black Women Have Brown Nipples: I prefer brown nipples (remember, this article is about my 
preferences). Pink nipples remind me of pepperonis. I hate pork!!! Enough said.

4. I Love Black women’s Hair: I love it all, ever texture and length. I love every kink, curl, and hue. 
Even if it is weave. You paid for it, lady. Mix and match it, glue and stitch it, show off your arts and 

crafts skills. Show the world you creativity has no limitations, Black woman!

http://www.vibevixen.com/novagiovanni/2012/07/the-top-5-reasons-why-i-prefer-black-women-by-nova-giovanni/blackwoman/


5. I Love a Black Woman’s Strength:     Going back and reiterating the point made in the foreword, this 
doesn’t mean women of other races aren’t strong. However, Black women emit a different kind of 

strength. Turning on the television, logging onto the internet, or opening a magazine and seeing that the 
world isn’t playing fair when it comes to you is enough to hurt the average person’s self-esteem. Not a 
Black woman though. Most of the Black women media broadcasts is the image of an obnoxious, lazy, 

and/or dumbed down woman. In my personal life, I know and have dated way more professional, 
intelligent, and career having Black women than what popular culture depicts. I’m not even going to 

speak in depth about the slew of Black men who attempt to make Black women feel uncomfortable in 
their own skin (that would be a whole separate article.) Brothers, we can prefer to date outside of our 

race without attempting to hurt the egos of Black women in the process. Nova Knows.

I Love You (even if you’re not Black),

Nova Giovanni



It Takes Courage to Love by Nova Giovanni

Hello, loyal reader. By looking at the title you probably assume this article will be a combination of 
unrealistic concepts of love, blended with a dash of corny rhetoric, and sprinkled with generic phrases. 
WRONG!
Let me start by reiterating the main point; it takes courage to love. Think about it, any coward can 
“casually date” or “pull hoes” (that’s EASY). It takes a special kind of person to let their guard down, 
over come insecurities, and love someone we aren’t obligated to even care about. We see a man with 
multiple women, and the common consensus is he is a lucky guy to be so successful with women. 
However if he was TRULY successful with women, he would have (successfully) found ONE to make 
his partner. Perhaps his own uncertainties won’t let him. Maybe his heart was broken when he was 
younger and now his self esteem is permanently bruised. I used to look at these kinds of men with 
admiration when I was younger. Now, I’m an adult and feel sorry for them. I feel sympathetic for them 
because they will never get the kind of love from dating several women that they’ll get from settling 
down with one woman. Although the example I’ve given is of a man, this topic is not gender specific 
and applies to women as well. Quality is always better than quantity. Nova Knows.
Let us not be mistaken. “Settling down” doesn’t necessarily equal love. Love is about letting go of all 
your preconceived notions about relationships and giving someone a fresh start in your life. Love is 
about not carrying the baggage and hurt from past relationships into your new one. Love is not about 

http://www.vibevixen.com/novagiovanni/files/2012/07/couragetolove.jpg


being bootleg private investigator and validating your confidence in someone by constantly checking 
behind them. Love is not about being apprehensive in trust because someone violated you or took your 
love for granted in a past relationship. Love is about always having the best interests of your partner at 
heart and having faith they do the same. Only loving yourself and family – anybody can do that! Grow 
up and love someone, be an adult for once.
I Love You,
Nova Giovanni





Is Your Pastor A Pulpit Pimp? by Nova 
Giovanni

Hello, loyal reader. Nova Giovanni is back once again with some ramen noodle soup for your soul. I 
know this a controversial and touchy subject, but I’m sure it has been on a lot of our minds. Is your 

pastor a pimp? Think about it. A pimp is someone who gets others to do all the work for them and bring 
him back the money. The catch is – the pimp always makes his “workers” feel like it is for a bigger 

cause.

First of all, I’d be an ignorant fool to say that all pastors or preachers are just trying to deceive people 
for profit. However, we’d ALL be fools if we said that a good number of them don’t. I remember going 
to church with my grandmother at a young age and the pastor saying things to the likes of “give your 
money to God”. I’d think to myself, “why would God need money?”… or “if the love of money is the 

root of all evil, why does the pastor love us to give money so much?”… or “my grandmother can 
hardly pay her bills now, I’m sure God would understand if she didn’t give him this $100 this week – 
since he’s getting so much money from others worldwide.” Even after that logical thinking, it seemed 

as if the pastor always made the congregation feel as if HE was doing THEM a favor by taking THEIR 
money they couldn’t afford to be giving in the first place.

Hear ye, hear ye! I understand the church is a real building in a real country that has bills and 
maintenance fees. I have no issues with tithes and offerings, but what are they going toward? If it is 

going to the church’s continued operation – that is understandable. However, my grandmother’s pastor 

http://www.vibevixen.com/novagiovanni/2012/04/pulpitpimps/pulpit-pimp-pic/


drove a Mercedes Benz S500 in a church where most of his “followers” couldn’t even afford running 
water in their homes. Not once would I hear him say, “Sister Jenkins is having trouble feeding her 

children – so lets have an extra love offering to help out.” Oftentimes, the message was “Take care of 
God by giving him money – and God will take care of YOU!” …Think about it, doesn’t it sound like a 
modern day slave logic? Christianity was perverted by slavemasters to convince the slaves that if they 
accepted being treated like less than human that God would “reward” them for it by getting to heaven. 
The slavemasters ended up getting free/cheap labor and the slaves received something also. The slave 
received something also. They received a thing called “hope”. Countless times, I would sit beside my 

struggling grandmother in church and listen to the pastor sell the masses false hope by claiming to 
know of those in the seats. He’d say things like “God told me that someone in here is going through 
hard times financially, but just give your money to God and watch him multiply it for you!!” Now, 

think about it. That probably applies to 95% of the people sitting there listening to him. I wonder how 
many other people have witnessed this.

Even the Bible says:
“I have heard these prophets say, ‘Listen to the dream I had from God last night.’ And then they  

proceed to tell lies in my name. How long will this go on? If they are prophets, they are prophets of  
deceit, inventing everything they say.” -Jeremiah 23: 25-26

God doesn’t need my money. If I’m struggling and can’t give, I’m sure God understands. If my pastor 
is a “Man of God”, I’m sure he would understand also and not try to make me feel guilty for taking 

care of my family first. Furthermore, if I’m struggling and he is so “well-off” – maybe he should give 
some of his church profits to ME so I can live above poverty. Is my pastor a leader looking out for my 

best interests or is he a pimp, having me work my corner, & profiting off of my hard work while 
fooling me into thinking it is the normal order of things? What Would Jesus Do?

“They are dogs with mighty appetites; they never have enough. They are shepherds who lack  
understanding; they all turn to their own way, each seeks his own gain.” -Isaiah 56:11

Pimpin’ Ain’t Dead…

I Love You



Too Many Baby Showers, Not Enough Weddings 
by Nova Giovanni

Hello, misguided soul. Are you an unemployed and unmotivated baby making machine? Has your lack 
of knowing the concept of cause & effect led you to have multiple children outside of wedlock? We all 
make mistakes, even though a child is a blessed mistake. But, looka here – why do you keep making 
the SAME mistakes? The sibling rivalry between your children turn into “my daddy loves me more 

beefs”, “My daddy gives me better gifts than yours does”, “Your dad never comes to see you, because 
he doesn’t love you”, so on and so forth. Now, your children become school aged with their 

psychological problems stemming from a troubled youth; and end up affecting OUR children. First of 
all, I’m not here to judge you. I have a child outside of wedlock also. But, I don’t have CHILDREN 

outside of wedlock and definitely don’t subscribe to the same pattern of thought as a lot of you. If the 
following paragraphs offend you – GOOD! The old saying goes, “when you throw a rock into a group 

of dogs, you can always tell which one you hit – because it’s the one that yelps.” Yelp, hoe. Yelp.

Anyone with an internet connection has witnessed your antics. It goes as follows-

You (the misguided soul) makes online posts/updates about your new fling. It usually has side notes 
such as: “Missing My Boo”, “The Only One For You”, “2 + 2 = 4ever”, and other corny phrases that 

small minded people in lust like to write.
Months later, your posts/updates change to you being pregnant. You’re still in the early stages of your 
pregnancy, so you’re excited. In rare cases, there are even mentions of the child’s father occasionally.
Closer to your due date, is when we all begin to see from your updates that the relationship with the 

child’s father is deteriorating. You start to make statuses such as, “I don’t need no man to handle mine”, 
or “Doing what I’ve got to do for me and mine”.

In the last couple of months before the expected birth, you begin to post pictures of the baby shower, 
your disgusting looking belly, the baby’s crib you’ve set up in the corner of your bedroom inside your 

mother’s home.
Now, lets fast forward to the baby being born. The first month usually consists of you posting pictures 
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of your newborn, alien faced (because I’ve never seen a newborn that looks ‘cute’ at all) baby, being 
congratulated on your new baby (AKA your ovaries working properly), and you making generic 

updates like, “Loving 
_(insert_weird_baby_name_that_will_hinder_chances_of_future_employment_here)_.”

With that out of the way, the second month consists of drama. Because, even though you say you hate 
drama- you create drama. So, you start publicly badmouthing the father of your new bundle of joy and 

poop. Even if what you say is true, WHY on GOD’S GREEN EARTH WOULD YOU TELL THE 
WORLD?! Riddle me this… when you met him – he had no responsibilities. This grown man doesn’t 
even have the decency to pay his own mother for still providing him with food and shelter. With that 

being said, what made you think he’d be a good parent? In fact, did you even think about the 
PARENTHOOD aspect of having a child? Did you look at a baby as a human being that deserves to be 
nurtured in the best environment you could possibly provide? Did you even consider giving your new 
addition a fighting chance, or are they basically a trophy that shows your reproductive system works? 
Are you raising your offspring to be a productive member of society; or is it just an object for you to 

dress up and make a Facebook photo album of so you can feed your own attention-hungry ego? I’m not 
saying its all YOUR fault, it’s the fault of everyone involved. I remember someone saying, “when two 

losers have sex, only a losing situation can come out of it.” Perhaps, you should exercise using 
condoms. If you can’t afford condoms, you damn sure can’t afford to be making babies. Nova 

Knows…

In conclusion, we can’t change what has already happened. However, we can offer a viable solution. To 
start, stop having unprotected sex until you have the means to provide for a child – PERIOD. GET 

YOUR LIFE TOGETHER! Until you get on your feet, get off your back!!! Second, stop talking bad 
about your child’s other parent online. Whether you like it or not, you two have to deal with each other. 

By insulting them on the internet, you’re only creating hostility between the two of you and 
entertaining strangers. Third, STOP MAKING CHILDREN WITH PEOPLE YOU AREN’T 
MARRIED TO AND DON’T PLAN ON MARRYING!!! Last but not least, you need to visit 
Amazon.com and purchase my book, “Ramen Noodle Soup For The Soul” for only 99 cents.

“If it doesn’t apply, let it fly.” – Owen Hart

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni



Hoodrat Reform Pt. 1: A Child Is Not A Trophy 
by Nova Giovanni

Hello, loyal reader. I know its been a long time, I shouldn’t have left you. I shouldn’t have left you 
without a dope article to reflect to. The newest topic is these hoodrats. Not just hoodrats, but hoodrats 

with hoodrat habits affecting the whole hood. You follow? You see – the hoodrat’s behavior and lack of 
morality spills over to every community. Their children intermingle with our children, giving our 
offsprings hoodrat tendencies. They take all the good groceries off the shelves on the 1st of every 

month. So on and so forth.

First things first, recognize this – a child is not a trophy. I’m sick and damn tired of seeing these 
pregnant hoodrats parading around with their big bellies, treating it like they accomplished something. 
I’m not negating the fact that a child is a blessing, but a child is also a responsibility. If the only things 
you talk about regarding that unborn child is all the cute outfits it’ll wear or the cute name you have for 

it – you are truly lost. How will you provide for this child? What school will it attend? What kind of 
future are you preparing for it?

Furthermore, since birds of a feather flock together – your hoodrat friends aren’t guiding you in the 
right direction. All the fellow hoodrats in your ear, dismissing that child’s father – where will THEY be 
after you have birthed the child? Do you think they are going to babysit? HELL NO!!! They’ll be too 

busy dumping THEIR children off with someone else and participating in hoodrat activities. After 
you’ve had that child, and you’re left with nothing but stretch marks and stress – what will you do? 

Don’t you know that the hoodrats you hang out with want your children fatherless and without a 
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constant man in their lives – just like theirs? Women envy each other. Let me correct that – GIRLS 
envy each other. Hoodrats aren’t women. Hoodrats are girls in women’s bodies.

Men, don’t think I’ve let you off the hook either. A child is more than a picture in your wallet that you 
show off to strangers to prove your sexual organs work. What are YOU doing when it comes to your 
seed? I’m really tired of hearing the “my babymama is keeping me from my child” excuses. If you 
want anything bad enough – you’ll get it. Perhaps, this will teach you to be more careful with the 

women you insert your penis into. Nova Knows…

In conclusion, get your shit together. There is more to a child than making them look cute and parading 
them around in front of your so-called friends. At the end of the day, that child has a future – at least 

give it a fighting chance in this harsh world. If you can’t respect that, your whole perspective is wack.

I Love You,

NovaGiovanni

Justifiable Homicide: Modern Day Lynching by 
Nova Giovanni

I read somewhere recently:
“According to the dictionary, the term “justifiable homicide” means whatever is justifiable is 

excusable. It is excusable because it is justified by the principle of justice. The term “homicide” means 
the murder of one human being by another.

Whenever you put these two words together, “justifiable homicide,” there has to be a body of persons 
in a deliberative process that determines on the basis of fact, that the murder of a human being is 

excusable by the principle of justice.
Since we have been in America, we have been under the domination of a power that during slavery did 
not have to justify the murder of our fathers. They didn’t have any group of people to look at facts. The 
slave-master had the power of life and death on every Black person outside of the principle of justice, 
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with no regard for the life of the Black male or female that was being put to death.”

Hello, loyal reader. Based upon your own personal experience, how do YOU feel about law 
enforcement? Do you feel as if you are under protection or under oppression? Think about how your 
nerves react around police. Even when you aren’t doing anything wrong, don’t you still get nervous? 
When you’re driving and see a police car behind you, do you feel relieved or do you feel like you’re 

under pressure? You aren’t the only one. Have a seat, I’ve got something to say.

In the not too distant past, lynching masqueraded as crimefighting to instill fear in Black Americans. 
Sound familiar? Rodney King beat by the L.A.P.D., Amadou Diallo shot 41 times by the N.Y.P.D., as 

well as many other similar stories that never make national or local news.

As you can see, lynchings disguised as crimefighting still exists today. Its as if we’ve gotten used to 
seeing our brothers & sisters racially profiled and falsely accused. We’ve grown accustomed to seeing 

our friends brutally beaten by those who have sworn to protect us. If we scream “FUCK THE 
POLICE!!!”, it isn’t because we are uncivil thugs. It is because we’ve been conditioned to hate the 

injustice system that governs over us.

There is a growing trend of people being punished by a people more perverse than they are. Michael 
Vick got 23 months in prison for killing pit bulls and Dante Stallworth was sentenced to 30 days in jail 
for hitting Mario Reyes with a car and killing him. What kind of society is this that loves animals more 

than people of color? This isn’t rhetoric, this is truth.

Then, let us think of the Troy Davis case. I’m pretty sure most of us have forgotten about it ALREADY. 
Intimidation by modern day lynchings seems to be the theme of today. Punishments being enforced by 
a people who are more concerned with punishing A PERSON than punishing the RIGHT person. Why? 

To set an example, of course.

Ralph W. McGehee, a former CIA operative said in a conference:
“I believe that CIA covert operations, whether paramilitary or not, have helped destroy democracy  
around the world. By means of these operations, the CIA has replaced popular governments with  
brutal, murderous, U.S. -controlled military dictatorships that torture and kill their own citizens.”

Something to think about, huh? But, instead we are more concerned with sports, fashion, reality TV, 
music, and celebrity gossip. Its time to wake up before we are killed in our slumber. Throughout 
history, we are reminded of other peoples’ sufferings. I’m not trying to undermine ANYONE’S 

suffering, because struggle is struggle, But, we constantly hear of the 6 million Jewish people killed in 
the Holocaust. Did you know that around 15 million Africans died in route to America or as a direct 
result of the Atlantic Slave Trade? Probably not. Not only were lives lost, but so were our customs, 

language, religion, (30% were Muslim, many hafiz  and scholars, having memorized the whole 
Quran) . These things still affect us today. When we mention it, it is as if we are supposed “get over it”. 

But, who has suffered in history more than the Black person relocated to America? Who is STILL 
suffering and targeted? We are still being lynched. Instead of the fields, we are being lynched on the 

streets and in prisons. We are still being enslaved, instead of in physical chains – it is mental chains. It 
is up to us to educate and seek knowledge for ourselves and free each other.

“I rise today to offer a formal and heartfelt apology to all the victims of lynching in our history, and  
for the failure of the United States Senate to take action when action was most needed.” -George Allen 

(Former Virginia Governor)

To be continued…

Nova Giovanni



You Are Beautiful, Young Lady. Now, Put Your 
Clothes On!!! by Nova Giovanni

Hello, young lady. You may think its foxy to flaunt your flabby 
body throughout the worldwide web for the attention of horntoads, but this is not the case. What are 
you getting out of entertaining the eyes of sexually deprived men on the internet whom you’ll never 

meet? Are a few “likes” on Facebook that important to you? Do several “damn ma” and “you’re 
sexxxy” comments from goalless men who send the same generic comments to every other lost girl 
online really boost your self-esteem? If that is the case, you definitely need to assess your esteem of 
self. If a man has never told you this without the goal of having sex with you… I’ll tell you. You’re 

beautiful, young lady. Now, put your clothes on!

Riddle me this- would you rather be respected intellectually or sexually? If you answered with the 
latter, you are a pitiful soul and can quit reading this now. Oh, I get it! You’re a model, you say? Well, 

if that was REALLY the case- you’d know your beauty is your product. Now, how cheap is your 
product if you flaunt it freely to anyone with a data plan on their prepaid phones? Why would a 

commercial, magazine, or even a porn agency want to buy a product that everyone has already tried for 
free? It is simple economics – supply and demand. Nova Knows.

I’m not going to sit here and write to you like I’m holier than thou, bestowing rules and regulations. I 
have also fallen victim to thirsting over such lewd photos. We fall down, but we get up. We are just 

ordinary people. However, that doesn’t justify your actions. I’ve never thought to myself after seeing 
pictures of a woman bent over in a position proper for receiving an enema, “Damn. I wonder what her 

views are on race relations in America”. Nope, not once – not EVER!

Here is my proposal – take them down. I know a lot of guys will hate me for this, but I have a daughter. 
I better never see her taking pictures with her butt on a sink. Nowadays, if I see her doing as much as 

sitting on the sink to check her loose tooth – I put her in timeout. Therefore, take your tasteless pictures 
down and set a better example for the next generation of women. Stop demeaning yourself for the 
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satisfaction of sex offenders.  Your photo albums are so explicit that they reek with the fumes of 
vagisil. Clean up your act. It starts with loving and respecting yourself, and I’m only being hard on you 

because I Love you.

I Love you, Yes… Even YOU!,

Nova Giovanni





Dear Sister: An Open Letter To The Black 
Woman by Nova Giovanni

Betty Shabazz & Coretta Scott King

Dear Sister,

I hope this letter reaches you in the best of health. First, understand that I’m writing this out of Love 
and not out of spite or malice. Now, let me briefly inform you of the Black woman’s rise from the 
depths of obscurity. About 200 years ago in America, the Black woman was used and abused as no 

more than a tool. She was basically seen as a human cow, producing cattle for work in the fields of this 
country. Today, the Black woman is the ultimate sign of progress and power. From the strong Black 

women of the past who raised upstanding Black families as well as White children that later 
disassociated themselves with her – to the moguls today, like Oprah Winfrey and Debra L. Lee.

These days, no matter the achievements of the Black man – he can’t help but acknowledge the Black 
woman that has pushed and helped him to gain everything he has. Furthermore, she has her own 

accomplishments to boast about. The question is – “who is YOUR role model?”. It is a shame that you 
know more about Mary J. Blige than Coretta Scott King. You are well versed on the life of Aaliyah, but 

know nothing of Betty Shabazz. More young Black women look up to Nicki Minaj than admire 
Michelle Obama. Look at the Black women you pay attention to most. Are they heroes or harlots?

Today, it saddens me to see the Black woman using and abusing herself – and making it a spectacle of 
entertainment for others. I’m not ignoring the fact that many of you Black women DO deserve praise. 

But, think about it – do you get it? Is it stylish to be studious? No, its not. The media is filled with 
Black queens shamelessly masquerading their bodies for misogynistic men. This isn’t by chance, its by 
intelligent design. It is like this so the respectful Black women will have to compete with the shameless 
women as role models to even her own children. You, the ideal Black woman is now forced to compete 

with BET, MTV, and even the gossiping women at the hair salon as the main influence of your own 
daughters.

Black woman, take that weave out of your head. Take those colored contacts out of your eyes. Stop 
frying your brain with perms and start loving yourself. While you’re bleaching your skin, the White 
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woman is tanning hers. While you’re straightening your naturally curly hair, the White woman is in the 
salon for hours trying to get that ‘kinky’ look. Don’t you realize that you woke up this morning and was 
everything you could have ever wanted to be? Sometimes, I wish you Loved and admired yourself half 

as much as the rest of the world does.

Black woman, stop searching for Love outside of yourself. Constantly bouncing from man to man as if 
you need approval from someone outside of the person you look at in the mirror. Having Love is more 

important than having a lover. Answer this – do you Love YOURSELF? Once you Love yourself, 
you’ll realize that YOU possess the lock AND key to your own happiness. When you Love yourself 
enough, no person can demean you or push you to a level to where you think less of yourself. When 
you Love yourself, you won’t allow anyone to treat you like anything less than the Queen you are.

Black woman, put your clothes on. You’re a gift to this Earth. Any good gift should remain wrapped 
until it reaches its last destination, so its recipient KNOWS and acknowledges how special it is. If 

you’re flaunting your body to every person with eyes, that makes you a cheap sight.

Black woman, guard your chastity. Each time you give your body to someone, you’re giving them a 
piece of your soul. How many men do you have walking around with a piece of your soul? 

Furthermore, how cheap is your soul? How much have you sold your soul for? A dinner and a movie? 
An “I Love you” phrase? A few “you’re sexy” photo comments on the internet? Think about it. What is 

your price?

In conclusion, I Love you. I Love you, Black woman. You are the epitome of triumph. Your story is a 
story of overcoming seemingly impossible circumstances. Sometimes, I wish you knew how far you’ve 
come and how much WE (the Black man) need & rely on you. We need you for motivation, strength, 
and many other things. I know at times we don’t treat you like the Queens you are, but that is a whole 

other subject. Black people… Its like each day, we ALL do things… that to outsiders… makes us seem 
a little less than human………………………… Nova Knows…

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni



White People Can Say ‘Nigga’ Too! by Nova 
Giovanni

Hello, loyal reader. Today’s topic is a controversial one. Therefore, I will begin by telling you what this 
article is NOT. This article is NOT about race relations or racism. This topic is about a word, and the 

usage of that word. The word on trial today is, ‘NIGGA’!!! More importantly, it is about White people 
using the word presently. This isn’t about the history of the word ‘nigger’, because we’re not talking 

about ‘nigger’. We’re talking about ‘nigga’. You notice the difference?

I searched high and low for a qualified person to tackle this subject. After restless nights, I found him – 
ME! Can White people say, ‘nigga’? OF COURSE they can. It isn’t a hard word to pronounce. The real 

question is, “SHOULD White people say the word”? I believe it depends on the context of the 
conversation. I’ll give you an example, there are two men in their early twenties conversing with each 
other. One is White and one is Black. Their names are Hakeem and Bradley. I know your stereotypical 
mind is assuming that Hakeem is the Black guy, and Bradley is the White guy. Okay, your assumption 

is correct. Hakeem is the Black guy, and Bradley is the White guy.

Here is how their conversation goes:

Hakeem: Yooo, Brad! Wassup, my nigga? How you been?
Bradley: I’ve been good. Chillin’, my nigga.

Hakeem: Don’t call me a nigga, my nigga. You’re White, my nigga. Don’t EVER say ‘nigga’, NIGGA!
Bradley: I don’t mean any harm by it. Besides, you call me a ‘nigga’ all the time.

Hakeem: YOU SAID IT AGAIN!
***Hakeem punches Bradley in the face***

***an onlooker calls the police***
***The police arrive & draw their guns on Hakeem while asking who he is***

***Hakeem reaches for his wallet & is shot 41 times***
THE END.

Do you get the moral of the story? No? Good. Because there is no real moral, nigga.
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This is for the Black people who use the word, ‘nigga’ – and A LOT of us niggas use it regularly. If we 
(Black people) call each other ‘nigga’, what gives us the right to bark at anyone of a different race 

using it in the same context as we use it (as a general and unoffensive term)? These days, it seems like 
niggas would rather own a word than own a home. Our music is swarmed with the word. White people 
listen to the same music we do. Are they not allowed to recite the lyrics because the word ‘nigga’ is in 
it? They illegally downloaded the album just like we did. Can’t they share in the same joys as us while 

enjoying pirated music? Nova Knows… but, what do YOU think?

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni

P.S. – White niggas, don’t call me ‘nigga’ yo…





Why Black Sons Need Black Fathers by Nova 
Giovanni

)

Hello, Loyal Readers. With the popularity of my article, ‘Why Daughters Need Daddys’ (featured on 
the Russ Parr Morning Show, many websites, etc.) there has been a high demand for me to write an 

article from the opposite angle. Therefore, I present ‘Why Black Sons Need Black Fathers’…

My fellow men, we have all witnessed this before. Walking into a public restroom and out of our 
peripheral vision seeing a guy with his boxer drawers at his knees and his ass exposed at the urinal. We 
rightly assume that women potty trained him. A man would have taught the aforementioned male that 
either use your boxer hole to piss out of, or urinate to where you don’t have your underwear at your 

knees.

Furthermore, look at the current state of a lot of men these days. They spend their time gossiping, 
talking on the phone about idle issues, in the mirror beautifying themselves, and watching reality 

television (the new age version of soap operas). What does that sound like to you? I’ll tell you what it 
is – WOMANLY habits!

It is far deeper than that. It started with slavery. The slave masters would separate the fathers from their 
families/children. Only having them around women to raise them, attempting to give them more 

feminine and docile traits – avoiding an uprising. Furthermore, the Black man was humiliated and 
demeaned in front of the Black woman and child to discourage them from reaching for greater goals. 
Compare that to today. Watch any crime show, and 75% of the time,  a Black man is the criminal – 

even though our race only makes up 18% of the U.S.’s population.

If our Black sons aren’t raised or influenced by positive Black men, it is easy for the media to convince 
them that their fate is either being a lifetime criminal or a rapper who glamorizes criminal activity. We 
can’t expect for them to reach for something that they’ve been told all their lives are outside of their 

reach. Furthermore, the music and media glamorized by our own peers and pushed by people without 
our best interests at heart tell us that being a criminal is cool. After the arrests, the only people who 

really profit are the people who hate us (police, judges, etc.)…

Our Black men are running around getting their eyebrows arched, wearing pastel colors, skinny jeans, 
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& facial piercings. Where did we go wrong? When did Black men start emulating women? Perhaps, 
that is all they have had available to see and imitate.

Solution: I present this realistic challenge to the positive Black men reading this… lets become role 
models to the young men in our communities who currently have no positive role model. We need to 

stop demeaning our Black women in front of young men. Keeping those thoughts to ourselves; even if 
they are true. Let us make it OUR goal to stop the cycle of creating irresponsible, criminal-minded, 

woman hating men. Nova Knows…

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni

Are We Living Down To Our Stereotypes?: The 
Dope Dealer and The Whore by Nova Giovanni

June 12, 2011 · by novagiovanni · in The MisEdukation Of The Nigga (Book). · Edit 

From the upcoming book, “The MisEdukation of the Nigga” by Nova Giovanni

Hoes & dope dealers, who told you what you’re doing is cool? Failed drug dealers riding around in old-
model luxury cars. You’ve been selling marijuana for 3 years and have yet to promote yourself to 
selling heroin. Queen, who told you it was cool to flaunt your half naked body to anyone with an 

internet connection? Turning your bathroom into a makeshift studio and pictures with your ass on the 
sink. Now, you have to explain to your 4 year old son why he smells doodoo every time he brushes his 
teeth. Perhaps it’s the music funded by old men who despise Black people themselves. Because that is 

who owns most record labels.

Do you know what happened? What happened is a stereotype has been created for you and labeled as 
‘cool’ to you. Think about it from an outsider’s point of view. What is REALLY cool about poisoning 
your own community, participating in violent activities without dialogue and degrading women? Even 

worse, what is cool about a female degrading herself? You’re a grown woman reciting rap lyrics talking 
about “bitches and hoes”. Now, how can you POSSIBLY get angry at a stranger for calling you a bitch 

or a hoe in person? You recite these hood praises to yourself. You are truly lost.

Man, thanks to you living down to your stereotype – you claim a neighborhood in which you own NO 
property. You love a place that doesn’t love you back. You say, “I’m willing to die for (insert random 
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American neighborhood here).” But, after you do that is when you become a money making machine 
for those that hate you. Your downfall pays lawyers, police officers and politicians. Woman, your 

vagina has been turned into community box. Your body and reputation is suffering from having many 
men penetrate you and your drunken nights that you can’t remember. All you have to show for it are 

club photos, a drink stained dress and a car windshield covered in party flyers.

Because of us living down to our stereotypes, we hurt ourselves more than outsiders can EVER hurt us. 
Our fathers and brothers are in prison, our mothers and sisters have post-traumatic syndrome from past 
experiences and our children grow up in broken homes. We have to visit family members behind thick 

glass, our women say “niggas aint shit” and our children are raised by music and television. Our 
children grow up to do what the rappers say, but the rappers don’t even do what they say.

Nova knows because I’ve been a part of this cycle and still am. Calling women outside of their names, 
putting material possessions before human beings, losing friends and family to senseless violence and 
whoredom. To be honest, I’m tired of it. You should be also. Now, that we’ve identified the problem… 

what do you think the solution is?

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni





Crabs In A Bucket: Who Are The Crabs In 
YOUR Life? by Nova Giovanni

Hello, loyal reader. Do you have a crab mentality? Perhaps, the people you surround yourself with have 
crab mentalities. Some of you may not know what that means, so I’ll explain in a story.

I was around twelve years old, playing on the beach – drawing in the sand with a stick. A man who I 
had never seen before in my life stopped to ask me what I was drawing. I informed him that I was just 

doodling random patterns. Then, I noticed he was carrying a bucket. A bucket filled with crabs. He 
asked if I knew how to make a sand castle. I told him I didn’t and he volunteered to show me how. The 
stranger put his bucket down and kneeled down beside me. I said to him, “Your bucket doesn’t have a 
top on it! Aren’t you afraid your crabs are going to get out while you’re playing in the sand with me?!” 
He grinned and replied, “You don’t know about crabs, do you? It doesn’t need a top. You see, they will 
NEVER get out of that bucket.” At that point, I was beyond confused. I turned my head to the side like 

a curious puppy and asked him, “Why not?!”… He answered by saying, “Because as SOON as one 
crab is almost out of the bucket, another crab will grab him and pull him back down!”

Now, I ask you – Are you a crab? Furthermore, do you have crabs in your life holding you back from 
greater things? Even worse, are you even TRYING to climb out of the bucket you’re in?

The only way for this essay to be effective is to identify the crabs, because it may be hard. I know some 
of your friends may smell like they’ve been washed ashore on a desolate beach. But, that’s not what 

we’re looking for.

First of all, lets discuss the dream killers. For, they are crabs indeed. You know who they are. When 
you come up with an idea or goal and share it with them, they discourage you. They tell you what you 
can’t do or why you can’t do it. It’s probably because they don’t have enough ambition or optimism to 
achieve their OWN goals. Worse yet, they don’t even HAVE goals. They are content with everything 
AS IS, from the smallest to the biggest things. If they eat Top Ramen Noodles every day and aren’t 

even trying to move up to Cup Of Noodles – get rid of them.

This brings me to my second point. Are you surrounding yourself with people who are at a stalemate in 
life and content with it? It’s a proven fact that success surrounds itself with success. That can only 

mean that failure surrounds itself with failure. For someone to hold you back, you have to STAY back 
with them. No company is better than bad company any day. Instead of gossiping and going to clubs 
multiple times a week, surround yourself with people who discuss ideas and participate in activities 
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involving progress. You don’t want to be 45 years old, with that same friend – sharing one cigarette and 
going half on a 12 pack of Miller High Life.

Last of all, perhaps you surround yourself with the jealous crab. They are fine with you as long as 
you’re both in the same position. As soon as you make any sort of growth in life, they say things like 

“you’re changing” or “you think you’re better than me now?”… NO! You’re SUPPOSED to change. It 
is said that “anything that isn’t growing, is dead”… and NO! YOU don’t think you’re better than them. 
Obviously THEY have a self-esteem problem and feel inferior. Furthermore, maybe they try to use all 

of YOUR new resources. You get a new car? They want to ride for free. You get a new job? They 
expect for you to pay for the both of you. Shake that crab off of you, shake that crab now.

In conclusion, who are the crabs in YOUR life? Friends, family members or are you your own biggest 
crab? Okay, now that you know – what are you going to do about it?

Nova Knows…

I Love You,
Nova Giovanni

Dear Deadbeat Dad… by Nova Giovanni
April 30, 2011 · by novagiovanni · in regular, The MisEdukation Of The Nigga (Book). · Edit 

From the book, ‘The Mis-Edukation of the Nigga’ by Nova Giovanni….

Dear Deadbeat Dad,

Hello there, young man with your priorities misconstrued. Those are some nice rims on your car. Man, 
you STAY wearing the latest sneakers out. In fact, you know ALL the release dates to all the new shoes. 
Do you know your child’s birthday, though? Do you know the first tooth they lost? Was it a top tooth or 

bottom tooth. How are their grades in school? In fact, do you even know what school your child 
attends? Sit down, let me talk to you.

What does your child mean to you? Chances are, even though you aren’t there – you mean the world to 
them. Are they someone you have an emotional attachment to, or are they just a wallet sized photo you 

like to show off to prove that your sperm works? Did you stop caring about your child when you 
stopped having sex with your child’s mother? We’ve got to do better.

I’m not going to preach to you like someone who hasn’t been there – because I have, and I’m still here. 
Stop making excuses as to why you’re not spending time with your child. You say to yourself, “I don’t 
have any money”… or “I can’t buy them (insert item here)”. Let me tell you something, THE BEST 
THING WE CAN SPEND ON OUR CHILDREN IS OUR TIME. They won’t remember what you 
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bought them, they’ll remember how you made them feel. Therefore, don’t let your child feel like they 
are dispensable. If you can’t give your child a gift, give your child a kiss.

Now, you’re with your new girlfriend. Playing with your girlfriend’s child. Don’t you feel at least a 
LITTLE GUILTY? Seriously! What about the child YOU helped bring into this world? Does that 

trouble your spirit at all? Just know that if you aren’t a male role model for your child – someone else 
WILL BE. Whether it is a celebrity, neighborhood dope dealer, or the man that physically abuses your 

child’s mother and keeps them awake at night with their arguments.

Was your father there? If not, how did that make you feel? As a man, we try to suppress those feelings. 
But, you know it makes you feel a certain way. As a child, he probably made you feel like you wasn’t 

worth his time. Perhaps, he only provided you with empty promises, didn’t deliver and NOW as an 
adult you really don’t get your hopes up for anything. Lets break the cycle.

Fathers… Call your child now right now and tell them, “I Love You”….

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni





“Sunrise. Sunset.” by Nova Giovanni

Sunrise. Sunset.

Hello, loyal reader. I know you’re used to the run of the mill relationship posts or blogs reinforcing 
your already skewed views of the opposite sex. But, this post is much different. This post is about a 
topic we all face but rarely address. This is about death.

Death is inevitable. But, this isn’t just about death. This is more so about how we deal with it. 
Therefore, this isn’t about OUR death. This is about the death of someone close to us. If you haven’t 
experienced this feeling – you haven’t lived long enough and should stop reading right now.

I remember the first time someone I was attached to passed away. He was older, so I was upset – but at 
the same time could be like “He lived his life”…. have you ever felt like that with one of your 
relatives?

Now, I remember when my best friend died. She was only 25 years old. That is when it really hit me 
that death is real. I was mourning her death, saddened, and walked outdoors to only see everyone else 
continuing their own lives. This might sound selfish, but I wanted to stop everyone I saw smiling & 
inform them that my best friend had just died. I wanted to punch everyone in their happy mouths & let 
them know the pain I was going through. I really wanted to transfer a piece of my pain to them. Not 
necessarily to hurt them, but I wanted to know what it was like to be on the receiving end of empathy.

I believe what is crazier is that she was going through so much pain and never let anyone else know. 
Perhaps, thats why I can’t feel sorry for you constant complainers. You are alive and healthy. What are 
you complaining for?

Every day above ground is a good one… just some better than others…

I’ve said all of that to say this. No matter your complaints, if you have enough internet access to read 
this – you are doing better than a majority of the world. Now, shut the fuck up & stop complaining!!!!

Start living….

I Love You,

Nova Giovanni

Rest In Pleasure, Brittany Holland. Thank you for teaching me how to live.

Extended:
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Honestly, now I feel mortal. You know how us young folks live. We live like “that isn’t going to 
happen to me.”… or we live like “I’ve got time to get my shit together.”

We really don’t. At the blink of an eye, we can be on our deathbed. How do we want to be 
remembered? Let us stop stirring up drama and such. Let us start spreading Love. No matter what, 
people won’t remember what we gave them – they’ll remember how we made them feel.

You are special. I hope you feel special.

www.NovaGiovanni.com



The End



About Nova
Comedic  Activist | Radio Personality | Author | Writer

He’ll have you holding your sides and nearly on the floor, dying of laughter all the while educating 
you. You can call him a young “Dick Gregory” of his time- educating people through comedy. Some 

may remember him as a guest radio personality for 106.5 The Beat and/or for his articles for Vibe 
Magazine. But comedian, radio personality, active philanthropist, social activist and now author, Nova 

Giovanni, is not stopping there.

Recognized for speaking his mind (no matter how foul & vulgar it may be), this witty comedian refuses 
to take it down a notch. He feels that sugar coating issues will not get his message across the way 
“being REAL” can. When he expresses his thoughts through writing or speaking, he has people 

shocked with their mouths dropping. But within seconds, he has those same people laughing, inspired 
and yearning for more…making him one of the most requested comedians/speakers around.

“Nova is the only Black Intellectual I’ve seen from his generation!” ~Sandy S.

His impressive resume speaks for itself and continues to grow rapidly. The success of his online articles 
motivated Nova Giovanni to expand his horizons and write a book of his own. And with no surprise, 
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thousands started talking about his hilarious and entertaining book titled Ramen Noodle For The 
Soul once it was published and released to the public.

Pieces of his work has appeared on the nationally syndicated “Russ Parr Morning Show“, as well as 
many websites. He has been featured on many different radio shows, has written skits for some popular 

mixtapes and the list goes on.

You can find him doing regular community work in the Central Virginia area and also giving lectures at 
local universities, charity events, community events and more. If you don’t have the chance to attend 

one of his lectures, comedy shows and/or listen in to his special appearances on a radio shows, his 
twitter posts is known to be just as entertaining. Follow him on twitter and subscribe to his blogs and he 

will have you dying of laughter off his random posts.

“I’d like to make a change by reaching an audience that isn’t usually susceptible to the kind of  
informing, positive & uplifting message I deliver. I want to keep everything with a comedic twist, so it’s  
entertaining and not boring. But, after being entertained- I always want people to leave my lectures or  

shows and say, ‘I learned something!‘” ~Nova Giovanni

Although he is far from your average speaker, he has won the respect of teens and adults because he 
says things others wish they had the courage to say. With his different approach of inspiring people by 

using sarcastic reverse psychology, this intelligent man with an unusual yet genius mind is rapidly 
winning fans worldwide.
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Available for lectures, interviews, hosting, radio personality, book signings, comedy writing, 
motivational speaking, mixtape hosting, interviews, cameo, and more…

Please email NovaSpeaks@gmail.com or fill out the form below
Serious inquiries only!
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